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Get Free Traffic Using Google AND 

Youtube As One Traffic Engine 

 
Today I’m going to show you exactly why 

1. Your video marketing efforts should be focused on YouTube (and other video sharing sites) 

2. How video can be used as a set and forget marketing machine on steroids! 

3. How videos can dominate Google search for local markets, affiliate products, physical products, and 

even your own business or your own how to products. 

4. I am also going to show you a really awful video that gets incredible traffic and could have earned 

the person that uploaded this video 10’s of thousands of dollars! 

5. And today I am going to show you the first 5 of my 17 YouTube Ranking and Discovery factors  

6. Plus a quick overview of what’s coming next in your free video traffic training series.  
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Guess we had better start there’s a lot to go through 

Google is the biggest search engine and YouTube is the second biggest search engine on the planet, and 

of course Google is the most visited site, Facebook is the second most visited site and YouTube is the 

third most visited site on the internet today, and we can use all three sites to drive traffic 

Google owns YouTube but not Facebook or Twitter and Google just loves love to send free traffic to 

YouTube videos, (guess that makes a lot of sense) and a little more about Facebook and Twitter later in 

this free training series 

Now it’s time to show you how to get traffic from both Google and Youtube by optimizing your YouTube 

videos so they get lots of free traffic from both sites at the same time (not to mention free traffic from 

Facebook and Twitter as well).  
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Video Marketing With Youtube Yes It All Starts There 

 
Don’t you think that is a great indicator that we should focus our video marketing 
on Youtube? 
 
Well I think anyone who wants to market with videos should and you definitely 
should, especially if you are new to world of Internet Marketing. 
 

Now here’s something that I want you to bear in mind 

now and remember forever! 
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The objectives of Video Marketing certainly isn’t to just get lots of views (although 

I’m sure you will agree that that is a great thing to do) 

The real objective is to drive sales to your website or your product, or maybe even 

an affiliate product  

This in turn will facilitate several options about what to do with that wonderful 

traffic that we can get from YouTube Videos. 

You could use it to build your list (send traffic to a squeeze page or opt in page) 

You could use it to build your brand (John Robbins online for example) 

You could use it to sell other peoples products or services  

Or you could use it to sell your own products and services 

And this is precisely where this training and my training packages head for, you 

see driving traffic to affiliate products is great, and I do it myself with great 

results, but there is nothing quite as rewarding as driving traffic to your own 

products and selling directly without having to pay affiliates to do it for you. 

 

That really rubbish video I told you about earlier, and believe me its absolute crap 

(excuse) 

Now I promised I would let you see a real stupid rubbish video that could make 

you very rich 

Now let’s think – how about a rather nasty blackhead – how does that sound? 

This person has absolutely no idea of the potential of what he or she has 

uploaded to YouTube and I can’t be bothered to contact this person to ask them 

put a link on this video, so I will give YOU that opportunity. 
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Now here is that crappy little video that could have earned thousands of Dollars 

 

And wait for it here’s The Best Part  

This video doesn’t send traffic to an opt in page – if it did free e-book – then Wow 

This would have added over 20,000 people to a mailing list.  

This guy has NOT added a video or made changes to his channel or videos in a Year and a Half.  

He’s still getting views to his crappy little videos.  

And of course he should be making sales with this video day in and day out 

Which means his YouTube Marketing would have been running on Auto-Pilot almost 2 years later.  
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If This Guy Can Do It Anyone Can  

I absolutely know you can and I guarantee that if this guy went back and did just 

half of what I teach about YouTube in the last few weeks alone he would be 

getting twice that traffic, and both making a huge amount of money and building 

a list (ever heard the saying the “MONEY IS IN THE LIST” well it’s absolutely true 

and I will show you that later in this series. 

So what have we all learned from this simple to the point Story  

1. You don’t need High End video equipment 

2. You don’t need High End video editing software 

3. You don’t need to do a quarter of the things I’m about to teach you in 

order to succeed  

4. Now don’t get me wrong you will never see success if you don’t start to 

take some action, so please feel free to get out there and start making 

videos and add just a few of the things that I’m going to show you for 

free! 

 

Elements (the elements that both Google and Youtube use to work out where 

videos appear in the search results) 

Factors yes there is a difference and combined these push your video’s right up 

the search engines  

The elements mean the how of why people can find your videos on YouTube 

including the YouTube Search Engine plus of course YouTube’s “Related Videos” 

and “Recommended Videos” feature.  

Ranking Factors Things that YouTube looks at when it decides how high you 

should rank in their search engine results  

You’ll hear me use both terms interchangeably because it’s easier for me to say 

“Ranking Factors” rather than “Ranking and Discoverability Factors” but you will 

see exactly what these are very soon. 
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Optimizing for Google is NOT the Same As Optimizing For Youtube they use 

different algorithms. 

But here’s the thing – if you optimize for Google then many of the factors that 

YouTube looks for in its search algorithms will come as a result of optimizing for 

Google – confused – don’t be I will explain this to you very soon. 

There are things you can do that will help you rank better on both YouTube and 

Google but generally the YouTube algorithm is totally different to Google’s and 

fortunately for us Google is much easier to influence and Youtube follows quickly. 

Youtube is a social site and relies on views likes and comments amongst other 

things, Google is a search engine and many of the penalties that apply to over 

optimization of websites DO NOT APPLY to Videos. 

The short version of this is that you don’t have to worry too much about power 

SEO techniques with YouTube by using loads of keywords. In fact, using multiple 

keywords for each video is one of the secrets to getting more traffic on YouTube, 

but not just any keywords – you have to know which to target and which NOT TO 

TARGET but the truth is that you can rank videos for several keywords on both 

Google and Youtube, and once you learn how this will open the floodgates of 

traffic to you, and I really mean that. 

 

18 Ranking and Discoverability Factors For YouTube and believe me these are not 

in any particular order – the truth is that each and every one of these are in fact 

important, but some have a faster effect and trigger others so we can get this to 

self optimize for YouTube on autopilot. 

1. Keywords in the Title (pretty obvious but we can get more than one 

keyword in the title) 

2. Keywords in the Description (again obvious but it’s shocking how many 

people miss this) 

3. Keywords in the Tags ( if you focus on a major keyword maybe just a few – 

but really more keywords equals more power) 
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4. Incoming links to videos (votes from other sites like little votes for your 

videos and channel) 

5. Incoming links to your channel – yes you can back link your channel too 

6. Time Watched this one is quite new and falls into the Google popular kid at 

school theory) 

7. Total video views (now you can easily get ahead of the game here) 

8. Total likes and dislikes (we all prefer likes but believe it or not dislike’s help 

too) 

9. Total references – (references and back links are similar but different)  

10. Total shares  

11. Total embeds (other sites and web 2.0 properties) 

12. Total playlists it is added to  

13. Subscribers 

14. Contacts (these pretty much come naturally)  

15. Total channel views  

16. Flags  

17. Comments  

18. Category choice  

 

The first 5 are the major onsite factors, I say onsite because you should look at a 

YouTube channel as a website, and the channel home page is like a website home 

page, each video, each playlist, and each feed are really web pages, and like web 

pages each one can be optimized for a different set of keywords, however I do 

recommend that you stay within a general niche or business model umbrella 

which keeps the relevancy of your YouTube WEBSITE relevant to its subject both 

in the eyes of YouTube and Google. 

Right let’s get through those first 6 starting right now! 

Keywords in Title  
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Only the first 55 or 60 characters are seen in the YouTube search results so make 

sure your front-end load the title with your primary keyword phrase and your 

“call to action” or points of interest.  

Write it like a Headline so it encourages searchers to click it (so they watch the 

video).  

Use your primary and secondary keyword phrases, as many as possible because 

YouTube themselves say it’s better to use as many keywords as possible in the 

Title to increase your discoverability.  

Don’t repeat your keywords in the title; that won’t help but using different 

keywords will.  

Use every last character available in the title to maximize the chances of being 

discovered.  

Remember, don’t “spam” by using unrelated keywords, but don’t be shy about 

using as many keywords related to your top as possible and still have the title 

“make sense” and compel the reader to “take action” and watch the video.  

Keywords in Tags  

Use as many relevant keywords as you can fit in as tags (including your primary 

and secondary keyword phrases)  

Use quotation marks around your most important multi-word keyword phrases 

that you wish to rank high for.  

Also add your primary and secondary keyword phrases without quotation marks 

to help increase discoverability for search phrases related to the market that you 

never even thought of.  

I generally use quotation marks for multi-word phrases when I really want to 

make sure I rank high for that particular keyword phrase.  

Tags  
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Keywords in Description  

According to YouTube… “The more words you include in your description, the 

higher your chances of being discovered by searchers”  

That means you should write really long descriptions and try to incorporate every 

single primary, secondary and related keyword phrase that you can.  

Use all 5,000 characters allowed if possible.  

Don’t bother repeating your primary keyword phrase multiple times unless you 

need to, it won’t help your rankings and it can get you banned for “spam” by 

YouTube.  

Incoming Links  

Without a doubt incoming links are the most powerful way to make sure you rank 

for any one particular keyword phrase, especially for Google.  

So if you want your video to rank high for the phrase “Send Me Free Traffic” you 

need to run an incoming links campaign that points to your video watch page on 

YouTube that uses the phrase “Send Me Free Traffic” in the anchor text.  

Use a combination of traditional incoming links like articles, blog posts, forum 

commenting, etc. PLUS use Social Media incoming links as well.  
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In the next training video I’ll show you just how powerful this technique can be.  

Video Watch Page 

 

What Is the new Time Watched Factor, And Why Is It Important?  

Designed to reward engaging videos that keep viewers watching. 

It refers to the time your visitor spends on YouTube watching videos in general, 

not just your videos but other videos as well.  

That means it’s no longer just about getting clicks to your videos… it’s about how 

long your viewers are engaged with videos on YouTube after they click yours.  

This is how important it is to them…  

They introduced the concept earlier in 2012 and now use it for “Recommended” 

and “Related” videos.  

In October of 2012 they started using it for their search engine results as well.  

They just added a “Time Watched” report to YouTube Analytics  
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Time Watched Tips  

Create quality content that keeps the user engaged.  

Add YouTube “Annotations” to your videos that hyperlink to your other videos 

that are related to your topic, your playlists or your channel.  

Use the new “In Video Programming” feature to showcase a thumbnail hyperlink 

to your most popular video. Insert it just before the point where your lose your 

average viewer in your top videos.  

YouTube Analytics/ Audience Retention 

 

 

 

 

Annotations 
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In Video Programming now this is a real opportunity  

 

Secondary ranking factors  

Total video views – the more the better.  

Total likes and dislikes – the higher the number of likes the better.  
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Total references to your video on the web – yup these just go and multiply! 

Total embeds the more sites that embed your videos the better.  

Total shares the more shares the better.  

Total playlists it is added to the more playlists you are added to the better.  

Total number of subscribers the more the better.  

Total channel views – the more the better.  

Flags you want as few as possible. Fight every single flag you are notified of.  

Comments simply put the more the better.  

Category choice choosing the right one matters.  

And one more thing – closed captions very important 

What To Do Next  

Use Your “18 Ranking Factors” Cheat Sheet Checklist on a few of your videos.  

Keep an eye out for my next email for more free training  

Please leave your comments below, and…  

Please share this video with your friends  
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